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7-Oct-15 2:50pm @*$
I finally got up here and finally started a new
issue and I finally finished my green Tomato
Preserves. Now it is time to stop this and proffer
# 136. Bye!

9-Oct-15 9:19am @*$
So what is going on here? When I got just
about home yesterday there was a foot deep
ditch at the end of my driveway. Luckily there
was a little room to get around it. My drive and
the schools drive are basically one. I just took it
easy and got my car home. Later in the day
they poured cement in the hole after they
fixed it. The problem was I could not drive
through even after is setup.
There must be a way to enter my drive.

Written, Edited, Published by Marty Metras

© 2015 Martin Metras

For the most part, this is published every month or so. As many things in my life, it is random.
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There is another way
This morning I heard noise thinking they were
finishing the job. That was not the case. They
were removing the blacktop from the street. I
walked out to check it out and I saw you can
still get in or out of my driveway. Bummer! I
decided to stay out of their way so may they
could get finished a little sooner. I do want a
new street to drive on!
So I back down the drive cane on the
schools drive and in to their parking. Then I
turned around and went out the Grove Street
entrance. That is too easy!
If that option was not available I could
drove across the grass and over the curb on
the southwest corner of my lot. Yes, there is
always another way. And I could have walked
up here too!

know Starbucks doesn’t have everything. It is
just that my car gets lost some times. 
I need to do laundry tomorrow so I need to
get the tomatoes of the top of the washing
machine so it do not make ketchup out of the
tomatoes. Hay wait that is an idea.
The tea is good today! Most days it is just ok.
Maybe it is the smaller cup making it a little
stronger. Cost the same in the bigger cup so I
usually get more water. Maybe I need to
change.

49 Years Yesterday
I started working at Woodstock Die Casting
on October 10th 1966. That would be fourthnine year ago. I only work there 15-1/2 years
but I still have fond memories of working there.
I forgot to celebrate yesterday. I just another
day that mean lesser that it did in the past.

Canning Green Tomatoes

FoodShed.coop

Yesterday I finished canning Green Tomato
Preserves. I used a recipes from the interned. I
think there was way too much sugar. I think I
could cut it in half and it would be only real
sweet. Anyway I have 5 jars now. Three 8oz
and two 4 ounce.
I now have relish, green tomatoes, and red
tomatoes canned. My next thing will be to try
Tomato salsa. I can make that from green or
red tomatoes. When I am done with the salsa I
will be able to clear out my garden and see
what is left in it to pick. I think there are a lot of
Cherry Tomatoes.
I think I will look up some other Salsa recipes
and see what is out there.

I spent the morning visiting with Noelle Fox at
Ethereal Confection. She is on the board of
FoodShed.coop. She was telling interested
people what the FoodSher.coop was all
about. She had her son, Sidney with her. Sidney
was only 2-1/2.
Someone from FoodShed.coop is at
Ethereal Confection on the second Saturday
of the month. We
also have a
presents at other
places throughout
the month. You
can find then by
going to FoodShed.coop and clicking on
“Events”. I was wondering how we handle
those things.
Ethereal Confection is located in the
southeast corner of the Woodstock Square
next to the clock.
Oh, Tea is done. Time for the grocery store.


11-Oct-15 9:23am @*$
Hmmm, why am I here? I was on the way to
the grocery store. Oh well I here now best
make the best of it.

Chilies
I need some Anaheim green chilies for my
salsa. I was going to make some salsa today
and notices I forgot these chilies when I went
shopping yesterday. So I put the canning jars in
the dish washed and head out the door to get
some.
It isn’t that bad because I need a couple of
other things while I’m at the grocery store. You

12-Oct-15 8:27pm @Home
Happy Columbus Day

15-Oct-15 2:26pm @*$

In the last couple of days I installed a new
clothes pole because the other one was too
Happy Thoughts
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loose. I didn’t like it that every time I went to
hang clothes I’m need to tighten the line. I
kept pulling the poles together.

Solar Panels
The other thing I had the solar panel mount
on top of one of them and I didn’t want it to
come down. So I put in a new pole and will
move the panels to the other side or the yard
too. I should get two maybe three time more
sun shine on them. I wasn’t thinking about tree
growth when I first installed the solar panels. I
have the time to move them and should be
home working on now but I am here.

Tomatoes
Yesterday I harvested the rest of the garden.
I ended up with about 200 more green
tomatoes I need to can. There may have been
10 that were red. It isn’t that I need to pick
then it was the tomorrow they say we will be
getting frost and the tomatoes will not survive
the frost. I did not want to be forced to freeze
then.
I see I can make green tomato bread or
Chutney out of the green tomatoes as well as
all those other things I found. I have caned 40
jars so far and I think I have about 40 more jars I
have not used.
Funny, if I use all those empty jars I will need
to buy more things to can. I only have around
9 pounds of tomatoes. That may use only 5-6
jars. I still have 10-30 empty wine bottles. I
could make green tomato wine too. I have a
recipes wine. 
It isn’t happening because I am up here at
Starbucks typing to you. When I get home I will
see what I can make without buying a lot of
stuff.

When I got here around five there is very
few people. Around six it starts getting busy.
And at seven o’clock it gets a lot busier.
Parents with kids. As I remember this is when
the school kids start getting their drinks on the
way to school.
After that is the
working people
then the people
who just hang out
up here. Such is
life!
I need to go to
Fresh Market in
Crystal Lake this
morning. I need
supplies to can
those two-hundred
or so green
tomatoes.
Yes there are a few red tomatoes.

Once we get our Foodshed.coop store
going I will be able to get much better deals.
Now if I want fresh stuff it is Crystal Lake.
I have been to Walmart and Wisted and the
fresh vegetables, don’t look the fresh to me.
Jewel seems expensive! I see on the internet
there is another grocery store in Woodstock,
“Super Market La Trinidad.” It is across the
highway from EW Training on Davis Road. I
didn’t know it was there until just now.
Super Market La Trinidad may be more of a
Mexican restaurant then a supermarket
because the reviews seem to tell that. I have
never been there so I don’t know. So I ask you
to check it out for yourself and let me know.

17-Oct-15 4:35pm @Home

16-Oct-15 6:55am @*$
Kids are early today. It isn’t even seven
o’clock and there have been a half dozen kid
in Starbucks already. I am talking about little
kids, the kind you carry. They must waking up
the moms and dads and saying lets go for
coffee!

Whoops the phone rings... Later!

18-Oct-15 7:58am @*$
Yoga
Seems I am going to missed Yoga again this
Sunday. I stayed too long up here. I must be
Yoga it couldn’t be me. I was up early enough
to make the seven o’clock class but I am still
here and will miss the eight-fifteen class too. I

Happy Random Thoughts
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do not really have a good reason for this.
Maybe I need to just start walking again.

Clothes Pole
The clothes pole is reinstalled and the solar
panel in mounted on top. I just need to put the
wires to the garage in the ground. I think may
get that done today. I have the wire and I
think it is long enough. If not I can go to
Menards again. I like going there!
After the solar panel is hooked up I can start
getting that free energy. Then I can remount
the hooks for the clothes line. Then I can start
freezing my wet clothes. Then I will work on the
dryer so I can dry the clothes inside when it
gets cold out there. 

sun shining on then now. The sun was shining
on them at 3:30pm. Before I move them the
sun was off them before 1:30pm. I guess that
was poor planning when I first installed them. I
remember when I installed them on the other
side of the yard is was so I had a place for the
wiring. This time I put the wires underground. So
I guess it is done now.

Dryer parts
The Dryer has not been heating up all
summer so I have had enough time to get it
fixed. I checked it out and I am pretty sure it is
a solenoid coil that is bad. It shows no
connection from one side to the other. It is a
coil so it is easy for me to check it out. I just
need to find someone that might have a new
one for me. Wait, I can check on the internet.
I’ll be back…
Ah!! I just order the part for my clothes dryer.
It took me only three tries to get the best price.
I should have the new coil about Wednesday.
Well they said 2-3 days shipping. It should only
take ten minutes to replace it. There are only 4
screws. Two for the coil and 2 for the external
cover. Of course we won’t talk about the four
months it wasn’t working and I just let it sit
there. I took about an hour to figure out what
was wrong with it. I am glad I didn’t really need
it all summer.
I guess I can go home now!

It is over cast so you cannot see the sun shining upon it.

12-Oct-15 9:09am @*$
I wonder if I go other places then to be @*$.
It seems that I may be typing @*$ most days.
Well I do come up here a lot, don’t I?

19-Oct-15 5:08pm @home

Holy Crap

Clothesline

My back was killing me this morning. It has
been sore for the last few days but it was only
sore. This morning I was in pain so I took a
couple pain killers. I notices that the pain is
gone. The problem is that I took then on an
empty stomach. That as a big mistake! I got so
sick and felt like empting my insides. I relaxed
and ate my oatmeal and things started to get

Ok the clothesline is up and will work much
better not that it is cemented good in the
ground. Of course I will have to re-cement the
other post but that may be next spring.

Solar panel
The solar panels are on the south side of the
yard, where I should get about 4 more hours of

Happy Thoughts
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better. Now I am up here drinking some tea
think it might get better.
So far I am a little woozy…but the pain is
gone. Next time I will only take one pain killer. It
must be the “killer” part that is messing me up.
This tea is tasting good this morning. May the
pain release is helping that. The pain is gone
but the side effects are a pain.
I am guessing that is why I stay away from
them kind of drugs.

hybrid I could just gas it up and go. I know this
and just have to check to see what is out
there.
Maybe I will get a new car in a few years. I
don’t need one right now. I just want one.

Fixed It

I went to my Doctor this morning about my
back. He worked on it and it feels much better.
I guess one of the disc turned. I have to go
back on Friday to get it adjusted a little more. I
feels good now!

The dryer is working now. $21.00 worth of
parts. The clothes poles are back up and the
clothes line is restrung. The solar panel is
mounted on the south side of the yard to get
more sun. The wires are hidden under the
ground and hooked back to the batteries. And
I paid all the bills that were laying there for me
to take process. Life is good! I am blessed!

Next Big Thing
So this back problem does kick in again I
need to replace my bed. When I changed the
sheets the last time I noticed the brand tag
had the price on it. I wonder how long ago
they made the tags like that. Anyway it says
$79.95 on it. I checked at Sam’s yesterday to
get an idea what mattress cost now days.
Mine is a full size. But they only had twin and
queen size that I saw when I walked by. Well a
twin size mattress or box spring said $99.00 and
queen size was $599.00 each. I am guessing
the twin was a low end model. I am guessing
that I only want a twin but I expect to pay 3400 hundred dollars for a good mattress. I know
$79.00 is NOT what is will be paying! 
Now I need to figure out where I might buy
one and quickly before I need a new back!

New Car
I have not forgotten about a new car. I
have just not found what I think I really want or
need. For non I am thinking I need a plug-in
hybrid. I would plug it in to get the initial driving
ranging maybe 20 miles. Then if I go to Iowa or
wherever for coffee it would just run on gas. Full
electric would be ok but I would need
something with a more range it I wanted to go
say to Kansas for coffee, I would need to
charge it two or three time a day. With a

Wow 53 Miles
The 2016 Chevy Volt clams 53 miles on
electric! Maybe it is what I am looking for!

25-Oct-15 1:01pm @*$

Traffic Rules
When I came up here to my cup of tea I
started to wander about the traffic rules the
square uses. Even though it is not any event
happening people do not know how to use
cross walks or stop signs. I thought I obeyed
most of the traffic rules. I figured that they were
state wide and unless posted they were the
same everywhere.
For The Square they must be different.
Meaning you never use the crosswalk unless
you absolutely have to do so. And for the stop
signs they must have different meaning. STOP
must mean something like (S)peed (T)o (O)ur
(P)arking. Or maybe Spin Tire On Pavement.
In most cases they do not mean simply
STOP. I always though stop behind the line or
the sign if no line. Yes I drive through them
once in a while! But it bothers me when I do.
I am sitting here in Starbucks watching that
intersection between the Woodstock Public
House (old courthouse) and Sewing Concepts
(Ward’s old building) and guess what. One car,
One Truck and one Motorcycle did not stop!
No slow down either. Three in a row.
Now I will watch and see what is going to
happen.








Happy Random Thoughts

Car slow down and crossed the line by 50% of
the car and then stopped.
25% same thing.
Slow down not stopped.
No slow down just drove through
No Stop
Motorcycle did not even slow a little.
Car stopped behind the line! Wow, first one!
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Drive across the line and crosswalk then stop
No Stop or slow down
Drove cross the line and stopped for a long
time. Then I saw the police car!

So that is 10 cars I watched. There were
around 15. The five I missed them because was
typing. So 10% of who I saw stopped behind
the line. From where I am sitting I can see the
stop sign and if the car stops or not. So 90% of
those drivers are not following the rules of the
state.
I say “Oh well!” I try to follow the rules. There
were no accidents or tire screeches so I need
to get over this and just drive my car and
watch out for the others.
I will also try not to drive over those people
who walk across the road in my way. My car is
pretty much under control and I should be
able to NOT run them down. 

Again don’t panic! I really only saw one
flake. I looked for others but alas none!
As a preclusion I brought my snake plants
indoors. They like indoors where it is warm just
like I do. When I first got them they were very
small plants. Now look at them!

27-Oct-15 7:30am @*$
What happening out there? I don’t hear
from too many of you. I hear from Mike and
Petra quit often even though live on the other
side of the world, India. Their thing is 11-1/2
hours from my location. Yes it is really the other
side of the world. I talk to Aunt Annie. She does
not have anything near a computer so I have
to use something before technology. Yes, we
talk! I see Bill and Kim from time to time. Kim is
on Facebook and we message back and
forth. I have only seen Jack once since he
retired. Last I heard Tim and Iris moved to
Florida. My brother Cork is parked right over
there. I see him and his family on Saturday
around 1:00pm at Town & Country. A mess of
us gotten to gather for lunch every Saturday
for years. We catch up on the latest gossip and
rumors. 
Let see there is Michelle. I see her quite
regularly.

The pot in the back is packed.
It need to be transplanted very, very soon!

Other news
I think it is latest enough in the month to start
the next issue.
Did I tell you they blocked my drive again?

29-Oct-15 3:40pm @home
Snow
Well I saw a snow flake while on The Square
at lunch time. Don’t panic, it was only one! The
Rockford radio station said they might get
some tonight. And some on said that someone
north of Harvard had some there.
Happy Thoughts
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Blocked passage again!

In the end I have a new entrance to my
driveway and a new street. I am so happy!

And my last Tomato!

I am so happy! Thanks guys!

Happy Random Thoughts
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The MRT Backer Page
Marty Metras
Marty has always been a doer of things. For the last 50 years has lived within a mile of
the same place. When he retired in 2007 decided it was time to travel and see the world.
His brother was living in German. Mike and his wife, Petra were planning to move back to
the USA in a few months. Since he had only been out of the United States once in the
1960s on a trip around Lake Michigan it would be a new adventure.
Mike and Petra told him he could walk across Spain while in Europe. Never being in a different
country and not really being able to speak her languages there was a lot of fear. So he tried to learn
a little German and Spanish. Then he committed to 5 days walking in Spain after Mike said he would
walk with him for the first week. Even after Petra & Mike said it would take 10 to 12 days walking on
the Camino to decide if you are going the whole 790 kilometers (500 miles)
After a few days visiting with Mike & Petra, Marty and Mike headed off to Spain and started
walking the Camino de Santiago from Roncesvalles. This trip was Marty’s first book, “My Camino de
Santiago Adventure.” Many things did not work out for the best so Marty gave up and came home.
Then in 2012 Marty decided that he needed to finish something in his life. He booked a plane ride
to France. He then walked down to the train station from home and headed to the airport. On the
walk to the train he decided he would not turn back unless someone was injured. In the next 7 weeks
he did not have a bad day.
This book is all about Marty Walking the Walk in the spring of 2012

WALKING THE WALK
CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 2012
BY MARTY METRAS

Functional Strength Training Center

E.W. Training
11820A Catalpa lane
Woodstock, IL 60098
(815) 308-5021
info@EWTrainingWoodstock.com
EWTrainingWoodstock.com

ISBN# 978-1-304-42330-6
F

My book is available in two media, paperback and
eBook. Paper books are available online from Lulu.com,
Amazon.com, and from me personally.
You can download the eBook for Nook and Kindle
from BarnesAndNoble.com and Amazon.com.
Become a shareholder
FoodShed.coop

Pilgrimage Creations
Mike Metras and Petra Wolf
mikem@worksandwords.com
PilgrimageCreations.com
F

Mike has written the second edition to
“Encounters on the Road to Jerusalem
FoodShed.coop Local food store startup
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